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plots    Alfred was enthusiastic and urged the professor
—my professor—to publish the results,   but he only
laughed in the way that he has when he has done
something interesting and said, "No1 it's too simple,
anybody can do it"—as if anybody could do anything
simple,   that's the very thing that only the very few
can do    And so ail sorts of experiments were set on
foot   on the grass-land, and  on the poverty-stricken
arable soil of Melchet    Mond and the Professor got
more  and  more  interested  in  scientific  agriculture
During this time the firm of Brunner, Mond had begun
their now famous work of using the nitrogen of the air
for the making of fertilizers    After years of effort, in
which Colonel Polhtt took such a prominent part, they
had succeeded and could do it just as well as the
Germans, who had had such a long start of them
The factory at Blllmgham was beginning to produce
vast quantities of these fertilizers which help to give
bigger crops    I visited Blllmgham some years after-
wards, and saw it doing it    There stood a mountainous
heap, snowy white and glistening, looking like the peak
of the Matterhorn, made out of the nitrogen of the air
One day Lord Melchett—he had become Lord Melchett
and a Conservative by then—came to us and said
"I have just done the biggest thing m my life "   He
was mysterious about it, but later on he told me that
he was referring to the formation of Imperial Chemical
Industries   Melchett related to me the story of4ts origin
If ever there was romance in industry, there it was
He had met another man—Sir Harry McGowan—
with vision and foresight and energy no less great than
his own    Sir Harry, who was the head of another
great concern—Nobel Industries—was interested also
m these nitrogen things, for as Alfred told me, the self-
same  substances  which  give  fertility  to   the  earth,
creating life as it were, are also most powerful to destroy
it    The fertilizer is also an explosive used alike in
warfare and m mining   Melchett and McGowan com-
bined their common and yet diverse interests and the

